
CCoonntteennttss
4 Continuing a pattern; addition; addition of money; recognition of hexagons; ordering numbers.

5 Subtraction; counting on; telling the time (    to); adding ten; word problems.

6 Ordering the months of the year; addition and subtraction; finding the largest number;
recognition of cylinders.

7 Progress Test A

8 Finding 10 less; finding the smallest number; drawing pointers on clocks (    to);
missing number additions; finding change.

9 Using coins to make 50p; addition; recognition of octagons; ordering numbers past 80;
drawing pointers on clocks (an hour later).

10 Counting on; addition; doubling; place value; addition vocabulary.

11 Progress Test B

12 Addition of two-digit numbers; telling the time (minutes past); shopping;
recognition of pyramids; continuing a pattern.

13 Addition to make 50; shopping bills; drawing pointers on clocks (an hour earlier); 20 less than;
continuing a pattern.

14 Counting in 10s; multiplying by 10; missing number addition; finding the number between;
interpreting a block graph.

15 Progress Test C

16 Shading    ; two-digit addition; place value; recognition of spheres; dividing by 10.

17 Addition; telling the time (minutes past); naming 3D shapes; place value; even numbers.

18 Estimation of length; shopping; subtraction; drawing hands on clocks; one less and one more.

19 Progress Test D

20 Addition problems; counting in 5s; interpreting a block graph; subtraction; 10 more than.

21 Missing number addition; using coins; telling the time (minutes to); 10 less than; ordering
numbers.

22 Place value; counting in 5s; shopping bills; addition and subtraction; word problems.

23 Progress Test E

24 Shopping; multiplication by 5; addition and subtraction puzzles; rounding to the nearest 10;
recognition of right angles.

25 Doubling; odds and evens; addition and subtraction puzzles; choosing symbols;
putting numbers in descending order.

26 Recognition of pentagons; shopping and change; digital clock; halving numbers;
addition vocabulary.

27 Progress Test F

28 Odd numbers; solid shapes; inverse addition; lines of symmetry; recognition of place value.

29 Even numbers; addition vocabulary; coins to make a £; addition and subtraction;
recognition of curved edges.

30 Multiplication by 2; subtraction vocabulary; buying in twos; properties of 3D shapes;
addition to 100.

31 Puzzle revision page.
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